
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town…strangely dull with rain this afternoon…right in the middle of the cricket! 

It’s busy time at the moment…both work and leisure and business is moving ahead nicely.  SDI 
is looking at corporate entities and succeeding and the negotiation business is enjoying a new 
client in Australia where we looking at online negotiation coaching and mentoring. 

We had our first session this week and the technology works…5 locations logging in and we’re 
off for a 13 week programme.  It’ll be the distillation of years of work and resource and it’s likely 
to be a very intensive series of lessons and coaching sessions. 

Went to the Stormers on Friday night and got them over the line with a minute to spare and then 
yesterday, today and tomorrow I’m at Newlands watching the cricket although today is likely to 
be interrupted by rain.  My mate has the Ice Cream franchise at Newlands so it’s free lollies for 
me when I go. 

I’ll leave it there for this week…must rush…but I got a very kind note from a colleague who’s 
been reading this rubbish for the last 13 years.  Can you believe that…over 1500 tips and who 
knows how many bad jokes.   We soldier on. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
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2rd March 2014 

Finished House of Cards and mighty fine it was.  That’s series 2 done and we’re all waiting for a series 3.  This 

Netflix model may well be a game changer for watching movies, vids and TV. 

I wrote to a couple of folks about self improvement books I’ve read and I’ll recommend just the one to everyone.  

It’s written by Josh Waitzkin…The Art of Learning.  I really enjoyed this read and it’s not expensive on Kindle. 

My S3 is getting temperamental after an Android upgrade…same as my Nexus which actually broke and needs 

fixing.  Arbitrary Android “upgrades” don’t seem to be worth having…but maybe it’s time for an S5…any excuse! 

 

QUINCY, Mass. (AP) — A doughnut shop chain won't be selling doughnuts at a new Massachusetts location. 

Quincy's licensing board this week approved a plan for Honey Dew Donuts to open a shop inside the city's new 

$30 million YMCA. 

A spokeswoman for the Y tells The Patriot Ledger (http://bit.ly/1ftynt9 ) that because of the organization's emphasis 

on physical fitness, no doughnuts will be sold. The shop will sell coffee, low-fat muffins, salads, sandwiches, 
yogurt, fruit cups and smoothies. All menu items must be approved by the Y. 

According to Honey Dew's website, its low-fat muffins contain more calories and sugar than many of its doughnuts. 
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Cold calling 

 
I broke the habit of a lifetime by doing some cold calling this week.  I emailed 2 companies in 
Jo’burg who I think might be interested in being involved with SDI. 
 
I took advice on the companies in advance, visited their websites and composed personal letters 
to the individuals at the top of the companies making it clear that it wasn’t a mail shot or mail 
merge and asking them if they were interested. 
 
I included our own website, and references via YouTube and Wikipedia so that they could check 
out our bona fides. 
 
It was a success.  I got positive replies...although there’s still a way to go. 
 
I’ve never thought that a cold call telephone call was much good for what we do but trying to 
focus an email seemed to be much more beneficial and I may have hit on something here. 
 
We’ll try some more and see how it goes. 
 
Cold calling is never fun but if you target it properly and in my case use a polished email you may 
have more success. 
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Currencies 

 
I had the chance recently to be paid by a client in my choice of currency.  I chose the stronger 
currency and I valued the opportunity. 
 
If you are doing a deal involving international companies then the choice of currency is always 
important.  Many people prefer US Dollars as the currency of choice but that doesn’t always work 
for many people. 
 
The key here is to then benchmark the deal…let’s say in SA Rand…against the US Dollar with a 
cap and collar set of limits to protect both parties against sudden moves.  +/- 5% and nothing 
happens…after that the prices get adjusted. 
 
Currencies and Escalation clauses are two key ingredients of large multination long term deals.  
The can influence the value equation enormously so don’t believe that a price is a price until 
you’re sure of what currency you’re in…at what rate…and what the escalation clause is seting out 
over the next years of the deal…and remember that escalation clauses always compound which 
makes them even more powerful. 
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